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Fleet Maintenance Pro Standard is a professional software application that allows users to create a nifty
database which contains maintenance details about your fleet of vehicles and equipment. The GUI may
seem a bit overwhelming at a first glance, but this is only because the application bundles many useful
functions. In order to make the most out of every single built-in feature, you should consult the help menu
or download the quick start training guide. A new piece of equipment can be added by giving general
information about it (e.g. year, model, serial, type, status, ownership, location, category, driver, mileage),
as well as details about technical specifications (physical properties and engine information), purchase,
license, registration, expiration, loan, insurance, and personal notes. Furthermore, Fleet Maintenance Pro
Standard provides many dedicated parameters for helping you include in your database details about
preventive or repair maintenance, employees and vendors. Another important feature that is worth being
mentioned is the possibility of scheduling different tasks by specifying the service name, type, date and
hour. It bundles a comprehensive list with preset categories to choose from (e.g. air conditioner
compressor, air filter, engine belts, fuel filter, tires and balance, valve lifters), so you can schedule the
entire processes efficiently. The application allows users to add details about fuel, such as purchase date,
consumed gallons, price per gallon, total cost, vendor and others. It also keeps a fuel history log which
contains information about total and average cost, gallons and hours. The program comprises thorough
reports about employees, equipment, fuel, maintenance and vendors, which can be easily printed. You can
make the application display all the listed categories, or only the selected ones, such as buses, cars and
trucks, compressors, excavating equipment, trailers, vans and others. Other useful options that come
packed with this utility are: cost statistics, meter replacement, employee tracking and general expense
history. All things considered, Fleet Maintenance Pro Standard offers many useful features for helping you
organize your maintenance fleet database. Less experienced users may find it pretty difficult to work with
this tool, as it offers various dedicated parameters to be configured, and it may take some time until they
are able to master it. Fleet Maintenance Pro Standard Video: The process of maintenance and repairs is
among the most important and complex topics in everyday business activities. The aim of this tool is to
facilitate and simplify this task, as well as to provide a lot of useful information about your fleet.
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Full version software for Fleet Maintenance, Fleet Management, Fleet Reporting, Fleet Management, Fleet
Recruitment, Fleet Tracking, Fleet Insurance, Fleet Classification, Fleet Management, Fleet VASELINE
and Fleet Management Vendor Management. Fleet Maintenance Pro gives a strong foundation for all Fleet
Manager applications. All basic fields and calculations are included. In addition there is a fleet
categorization so you can manage your data with ease. But that's not all; Fleet Maintenance Pro gives you
all the essential tools for capturing data efficiently and efficiently with most helpful features. You will
never have to rely on your business knowledge and time again when it comes to critical data. Data
Management with Fleet Maintenance Pro is a breeze. Works like a charm. Equipped with a very fast and
helpful GUI the software is easy to use. Best of all, you can work efficiently and get a competitive edge.
24. ReloAP Pro 1.0.1 ReloAP is an advanced utility for cleaning and adjusting APC batteries. It's capable
of examining and monitoring battery connections, charging and discharging, current and voltage readings.
Also, it allows to see critical information about battery condition, such as voltage, power, state of charge,
capacity and cycle count. With ReloAP you can be sure that your batteries will work with optimal
performance and reliability. ReloAP is very simple to use and you can become an expert in APC batteries
with this program. With ReloAP, you can also examine, adjust and clean your laptop battery.
AutoConfigurator Pro 4.0.1 AutoConfigurator Pro is a professional Network Auto-Configurator solution
for local networks. It will add or remove devices from your network (such as printers, servers, etc.) and
adjust your computer or other network devices to automatically recognize them. Moreover,
AutoConfigurator Pro will configure (auto connect to) your wireless network automatically (and
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seamlessly) without user intervention. AutoConfigurator Pro can automatically connect to any wireless
network available (WLAN or WDS). It supports ANY wireless network, from any vendor.
AutoConfigurator Pro can be your own private wireless network in the sense that only your own devices
will be able to connect to it. Also, you can join ANY wireless network using AutoConfigurator Pro, as it
supports any existing wireless network. And last but not least, AutoConfigurator Pro supports all kinds of
wireless networks including WEP, WPA/WPA2, WDS 1d6a3396d6
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Fleet Maintenance Pro is a fleet management program that can help businesses save a lot of money on
repairs, as well as increase the productivity of its employees by providing them with a solution that allows
them to track vehicle maintenance. The program offers a solution that is capable of tracking and managing
any type of vehicle, such as cars, vans, SUVs, busses and trucks, including their parts. Fleet Maintenance
Pro is a very useful tool, not only for fleet owners and managers, but also for fleet maintenance
professionals who need to log vehicle maintenance, for any reason whatsoever. The software is capable of
tracking all aspects of a vehicle, such as where it is located, its specifications, as well as the physical
properties of all its parts. Furthermore, the program offers users a solution to keep track of the historical
usage of each part in a vehicle, as well as its mileage, so they can easily plan maintenance activities and
make sure that every single part is up to date. The application is also a useful tool for handling and
recording the maintenance activities that employees carry out during a specific work day. It offers a
solution to ensure that the required amount of hours are scheduled and that the actual amount of hours
worked each day is recorded. Fleet Maintenance Pro comes with a database, which is capable of storing
and managing information about employees, equipment and vehicles. It comes with a user-friendly
interface, which is very easy to navigate. Fleet Maintenance Pro includes a scheduler, which is capable of
scheduling maintenance activities and parts replacements. You can specify service intervals, dates and
times, and even the number of hours a service must last. This is a useful tool, as fleet maintenance
professionals can easily plan the maintenance activities of their fleet, while saving time and money. Fleet
Maintenance Pro also offers a full history log, which allows users to maintain a record of all of their
equipment and vehicles. It is capable of tracking the usage of every vehicle, as well as the mileage that was
accumulated, as well as the actual cost, and the previous miles and hours, to ensure that vehicle
maintenance is carried out as expected and efficiently. Fleet Maintenance Pro includes a wide range of
reports, which are capable of letting you see all of the information about the service history of a vehicle,
which will be extremely helpful to you, especially if you want to keep track of the historical costs, mileage
and hours of usage for every part in a vehicle. Fleet Maintenance Pro Standard allows users to create a neat
database which contains

What's New in the?

Send and receive messages to and from other people using the Internet. How to use: Open the Internet to
access the Internet Explorer webpage that can be downloaded and installed Download the installation file
for the program that you wish to run Install the downloaded program as instructed by the setup wizard
When finished, press the "Run" icon to launch the program NOTE: The program cannot be used without
the CD installation disc, and the Internet is required in order to update the program. With Travel Planner:
Purchase the program to the destination you will travel to Install the purchased program at the destination
you will travel to When finished, press the "Run" icon to launch the program Notes: The program cannot
be used without the CD installation disc, and the Internet is required in order to update the program. Price:
Free File Type: .exe Installation Size: 4.34 MB Installs: 1 Requirements: Microsoft Windows
2000/XP/Vista Short Review: The open-source project Travel Planner is an application that makes it easy
to create an itinerary. The interface is well laid out with many views of your trip, the ability to add
information and notes to your itinerary and the ability to export a PDF for printing. It requires a Windows
XP SP3 or later operating system. Review: Travel Planner is an open-source web application that helps
travelers plan their trips by providing a list of services and destinations. Travel Planner provides many
handy features such as: destinations, popular search terms, addresses, travel reviews, images, and links.
Features: Destination Search: The program has many different destinations for those who want to go to
travel. Destinations can be searched using the search box located at the top of the Travel Planner web page.
The program will search both the English and French languages. Tips: The program will learn your
preferred search terms. You can give the program search terms by clicking "Explore Services" in the main
menu. You will then see a list of all services that contain that term. You can also search by location by
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clicking "Explore Locations" in the main menu. Search Options: Travel Planner has a great feature for
those who wish to search for something specific. Under the search box you can specify the date, service
name, service type, category, location, or any custom term you want. Recipes: The program is also able to
display information about your favorite search terms. When you click on a particular term, all of the places
containing that term will be listed. This is a great feature because you are not required to use the search
box to find all of the destinations you are looking for. User Profiles: Travel
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System Requirements For Fleet Maintenance Pro:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP (SP2) / Vista (SP1) Processor: Dual Core Memory: 2 GB Graphics:
Microsoft DirectX 9 compatible graphics with 1 GB video RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 4 GB Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound device
Recommended: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Quad Core Memory: 8 GB Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 10.1
or later compatible graphics
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